2019
ROUTT COUNTY BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
Hearing Date: August 5 @ 3:30pm

Owner of Record: MOUNTAIN MEADOW PRESERVE, LLC

Account #

Parcel Number

Legal Description

R8167626
234900013
LOT 13 MORES CORNER
R8167627
234900014
LOT 14 MORES CORNER
R8167628
234900015
LOT 15 MORES CORNER
R8167629
234900016
LOT 16 MORES CORNER
R8167630
234900017
LOT 17 MORES CORNER
R8167632
234900019
LOT 19 MORES CORNER
R8167633
234900020
LOT 20 MORES CORNER
R8167634
234900021
LOT 21 MORES CORNER
R8167635
234900022
LOT 22 MORES CORNER
R8167636*
234900023*
LOT 23 MORES CORNER*
R8167637
234900024
LOT 24 MORES CORNER
R8167638
234900025
LOT 25 MORES CORNER
R8167643
234900030
LOT 30 MORES CORNER
R8167644
234900031
LOT 31 MORES CORNER
*this appeal was submitted on the Lot 12 NOD with all Lot 12 info crossed out and replaced with Lot 23 info.
Lot 12 was also appealed at assessor-level appeal, but does not appear to be included in CBOE level appeals.

Appraisal Date: June 30, 2018

Assessment Date: January 1, 2019

Sales Collection Period: 24 months from July 1, 2016 thru June 30, 2018
Definition of Market Value: “The most probable price, as of a specified date, in cash, or in terms
equivalent to cash, or in other precisely revealed terms for which the specified property rights should
sell after reasonable exposure in a competitive market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, with
the buyer and seller each acting prudently, knowledgeably, and for self-interest, and assuming that
neither is under undue duress.” The Appraisal of Real Estate, 12th ed., 2001, page 22.

2019 Original Assessor Value:
Market value $700,000, with a final subdivider discount value of $412,230.
Denied at Assessor-level appeal.
Property Type: Vacant Land
Appeal Summary: Lots were appealed by a tax agent at assessor-level appeal. In discussions on
June 20, 2019, the tax agent had no data to provide to dispute valuations and was anticipating
denial of the appeals. On the last day to submit info, tax agent did submit info which was reviewed
but did not change denial decision that had already been determined.

At CBOE-level appeal, the parcels are appealed by owner/developer rather than tax agent. No data
was provided to substantiate a different value – NODs only list value as ‘TBD’ and that it is “under
team review” with a request to set hearing date after August 1.
Discussion: The subject properties are vacant lots in the More’s Corner Subdivision. The developer
is Mountain Meadow Preserve. Rather than selling vacant lots, the developer constructs townhomes
which are then sold on the open market, known as The Porches. The amenities of this subdivision
make it a unique and elite enclave proximal to the ski area and include the following:
Clubhouse
Common Area Grounds Maintenance
Community Pool
Concierge
Fitness Facility
Capital Reserves
Outdoor Hot Tub
Shuttle Available
Storage
Trash Removal
Valet

Owners in this subdivision have full service staff at their disposal from arrival to departure. These
rights are inherent in the land of the subdivision.
More’s Corner lots range in size from .28 to .46 acres, are zoned Gondola 1 (G1), and all are valued
on a site basis at $700,000. It was confirmed during assessor-level appeal that the same sized
townhomes are constructed whether the lot is .28 acres or .46 acres, validating the per site valuation
methodology.

COMPARABLE SALES ANALYSIS
Sale 1
The one sale in the subject subdivision occurring during the sales time period was Lot 6, which was
purchased from the developer by a private owner, who also owns an adjacent townhome. The
contract date of this sale was September 2015 and the closing date was March 2017. This is an
extended escrow period, atypical of the market. Applying only the time trend for the 2019 reappraisal
(i.e. not including September 2015 – July 2016), this sales price would adjust to $703,080. However,
because of the many unknowns regarding this sale and its lack of market exposure, it was considered
an invalid sale for the 2019 reappraisal.
With the exception of Lot 6 discussed above, More’s Corner lots are typically not sold individually.
The developer holds the lots, builds, replats and sells. Therefore, to determine market value of the
lots, sales from competing subdivisions can be analyzed. Care must be taken to consider the
superiority of the subject parcels when reconciling a value.

Sale 2
The most comparable sale is Lot 40 Barn Village. This lot is .44 acres, borders Fish Creek and allows
duplexes. Its time-adjusted sales price is $762,000. Barn Village offers a clubhouse with fitness
center, pool and hot tub and hiking trails throughout the subdivision. Barn Village amenities are
substantially inferior to those offered at More’s Corner. This sale suggests that a fair market value for
More’s Corner lots should be in excess of $762,000.
AERIAL OF SUBJECT PROPERTY AND SALES 1 & 2

Other duplex lot sales supporting the subject’s valuation are:

Sale 3
Lot 6 Ski Ranches is a 1.96ac lot with a time-adjusted sales price of $718,320. This lot boasts size
and privacy with US Forest adjacency, however, no amenities and is farther from the ski area.

Sales 4, 5 and 6
Sales 4, 5 and 6* are all in the Rendezvous Trails Filing 2. They are .59, .76 and 1.19 acres with timeadjusted sales prices of $537,500, $582,000 and $507,000 respectively. These lots are all zoned RN1,
requiring 20,000 SF lot sizes to build duplexes, all of which qualify based on size. These lots steeper
than the subject property, making them much more difficult and expensive building sites. They are
considered an inferior location overall, also having no amenities. Less weight is given to these sales,
and are only included as indications of the very low end of the price range for inferior duplex lots.
*Sale 6 is a very steep lot which was replatted with Lot 7 after purchase to make a lot large enough to
facilitate driveway requirements.
MAP OF SALES 4, 5 AND 6

Sale 7
The final sale analyzed is used both as a comparable and as a way to allocate land values for the
subject subdivision (see the following Abstraction and Allocation Analysis). Lot T-3 Rendezvous
Trails subdivision is located on Temple Knolls and is a .43 acre lot, not quite large enough for a
duplex. It is within walking distance to skiing, a highly desirable feature, but without the amenities of
the subject subdivision. Its time adjusted sales price is $929,643.

Abstraction and Allocation Analysis
Sale 7 is used for abstraction and allocation studies to show that a market value of $700,000 is
appropriate based on subsequent improved sales in this price point. This lot has a time-adjusted sales
price of $929,643, and the newly constructed home on this lot was listed on June 30, 2018, for
$5,400,000. By extraction, it can be said that land values are 17% of total value in this price point
($929,643/5,400,000). This 17% would represent the low end of estimates, as the home likely sold
for something under the list price, which would equate to a higher land allocation percentage.
To implement this methodology showing the 17% land value allocation, looking at the sales of
Townhomes 11A and 11B in Mores Corner (both sold during the time period), a combined purchase
price of $4,375,000 was paid. 17% of $4,375,000 is $743,750. It should also be noted that neither of
these two townhomes were new construction (both were built in 2008). So, again, using a
conservative 17% land allocation on 10-year old properties, gives a value indication of $743,750.
AERIAL OF SUBJECT PROPERTY AND SALE 7

In addition to the current market value of $700,000 being lower than the indications discussed above,
More’s Corner also qualifies for subdivision discounting. Because this is an atypical subdivision
where vacant lots are typically not sold, to determine sales data, a townhome sale is counted as ½ a
lot sale. This methodology was confirmed with the Division of Property Taxation in prior years and
has been the accepted methodology each reappraisal. The subdivision discount worksheet is included
on the following page. Petitioner has not stated any issues with this procedure at assessor- or CBOElevel appeal. As stated on the worksheet and in the NOD remark to Petitioner, the risk rate range, safe
rate and management rates are all set by the State, which affect the factor and hence total discount
applied to the lots.

Vacant Land Subdivision Discounting - More's Corner
Discounting for Appraisal Year:

2019

ORIGINAL YEAR LOTS OR TRACTS OFFERED FOR PURCHASE:

2002

TOTAL ORIGINAL BUILDABLE LOTS OR TRACTS:

34

TOTAL LOTS OR TRACTS SOLD THROUGH:

JUNE 30, 2018

19

PERCENTAGE OF LOTS OR TRACTS SOLD:

55.88%

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOTS OR TRACTS SOLD
DURING CURRENT DATA GATHERING PERIOD:

3

DATA GATHERING PERIOD IN MONTHS:

24

AVERAGE NUMBER OF LOTS OR TRACTS SOLD PER YEAR
DURING DATA GATHERING PERIOD:

1.50

LOTS OR TRACTS REMAINING TO BE SOLD:

15

CALCULATED ABSORPTION PERIOD IN YEARS:

10.00

ABSORPTION PERIOD:

10.00

COMPOSITE DISCOUNT RATE CALCULATION:
SAFE RATE:

2.85% SET BY STATE (DPT)

MANAGEMENT RATE:

2.00% SET BY STATE (DPT)

RISK RATE:

6.00% RANGE (SET BY STATE) IS 5% - 10%
==============

CALCULATED DISCOUNT RATE:

10.85%

DISCOUNT RATE ROUNDED
TO NEAREST 1/2 %:

11.00%
Regular

Single Competitive

Subdivded Land

Isolated Tract

ADJUSTED SALES PRICE OF A LOT OR TRACT:

$700,000

$700,000

PRESENT WORTH OF LOTS OR TRACTS:

$412,246

$246,529

58.89%

35.22%

PRESENT WORTH FACTOR:

(While present worth value is listed at $412,246, rounding done by software produces final value of
$412,230).

Appraiser’s Conclusion: Sales data presented above indicates a valuation of $700,000 at a minimum
for lots in this exclusive subdivision. Review of subdivision discount procedures has also been
reviewed and confirmed.
Recommendation: Deny appeal. Retain based value of $700,000, with final values of $412,230 after
subdivision discounting procedures are applied on the 14 account listed below:

Account #
R8167626
R8167627
R8167628
R8167629
R8167630
R8167632
R8167633
R8167634
R8167635
R8167636*
R8167637
R8167638
R8167643
R8167644

Susan Siggson
Routt County Assessor’s Office
Certified Residential Appraiser

